I. Introduction

Climate change is driving an innovation revolution in the energy sector, as well as in other carbon-intensive sectors, in order to reduce emissions and mitigate environmental impact. Provocative examples of such “green” technologies (“greentech” for short) fall into two main categories: those directly related to energy production and consumption, and those that mitigate environmental and climate impact in industries other than energy. Tesla’s cutting-edge electric vehicles (EVs) that are upending the automobile industry, LONGi’s solar photovoltaic panels that are dramatically reducing rooftop solar prices, Ecobee’s and Nest’s smart-home devices that allow individual consumers to manage their own energy consumption, and Vestas’ massive wind turbines that are generating energy around the world are all examples of technologies in the former category that are transforming the energy system and driving the economy toward net-zero carbon emissions. In the latter category, technologies like Netafim’s drip-irrigation system that enable crops to be grown in water-starved regions, and Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods’ alternative foods that could revolutionize the world’s meat industry, have achieved commercial scale and marketability because producers and consumers in the agricultural industry are adapting to the realities of climate change impact.

This issue brief is an initial foray into researching the blend of policies, funding, and stakeholders that make up ecosystems that encourage this type of greentech innovation, in order to gain a better understanding of these ecosystems and facilitate more of them throughout the world, as humanity confronts and seeks to mitigate the environmental impacts of the energy system and other carbon-intensive sectors.

The world risks devastating ecological and social impacts like sea-level rise, biodiversity loss, and climate migration if global warming exceeds 1.5 degrees
Celsius above preindustrial levels. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report from 2018 states that, to meet the 1.5-degree target, greenhouse gas emissions must decrease by half from a 2010 baseline by 2030 and reach net zero by 2050. Countries such as Chile, the United Kingdom, and China have committed to mitigating these impacts by aligning with IPCC goals for mid-century, and more than 1,300 businesses are partners in the United Nations “Race to Zero” Campaign. The challenge for policymakers is that the technologies that will enable net-zero carbon emissions either have not reached commercial scale or do not exist yet. Therefore, investment in energy and climate technology research and development (R&D) and the nurturing of greentech-innovation ecosystems are integral to prolonging human life on the planet.

Additionally, the localities, companies, and innovators who are first moving on new technologies in this field will reap the economic and geopolitical benefits of a reimagined low-carbon global economy. The energy transition’s biggest geopolitical winners will be the countries that “emerge as industrial leaders, exporting [green] technologies and services.”¹ For decades, the United States has enjoyed a position atop the global technology development pyramid. Yet now, the United States risks losing this position, owing to underinvestment in science and innovation and rising competition in Asia and other parts of the world.²

Greentech-innovation ecosystems, the subject of this report, are places—cities and regions—wherein entrepreneurs, firms, researchers, and investors successfully commercialize new green technologies in the marketplace. These cities and regions possess the right mix of talent, financing, infrastructure, scientific research capabilities, institutional resources, supportive public policies, and creative culture to produce cutting-edge, disruptive, and commercially viable green technologies. And, they are places that are designed to overcome several important challenges that are unique to greentech development. For greentech entrepreneurs and investors, such challenges include solving thorny science problems, working through complex engineering processes, and breaking into marketplaces that are often highly resistant to change. Representative ecosystems include Los Angeles, London, Beijing, Berlin, Tel Aviv, and Silicon Valley.

Although there is no single formula, greentech-innovation ecosystems combine visionary political leadership, robust support for greentech startups, and coordinated public policies and investments that are designed to boost green-technology deployment on a commercial scale. Promising interventions range from local public support for startup-friendly intermediary institutions (for example, Boston’s Greentown Labs and Toronto’s MaRS incubator), to pro-deployment policies such as the national feed-in tariffs that have helped make Germany, Denmark, and China world leaders in renewable energy production and consumption. Successful ecosystems most often benefit from complementary policies that are implemented at local, state, regional, and national levels, as is the case with Los Angeles, which has benefited from its own interventions as well as the state of California’s (see Box 2).

“Greentech” is one of several terms used to describe the technologies that provide economic value while minimizing
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environmental impact. Although there are many definitions of greentech and similar terms that are used to describe it (see Box 1 for a discussion of “greentech,” “cleantech,” and “climate tech”), these terms encompass disruptive technologies that can reduce the environmental footprint of the world’s biggest and most impactful sectors, such as energy, transportation, food and agriculture, buildings, materials, and consumer goods. Investors, entrepreneurs, scientists, researchers, “Big Tech” firms, and government agencies at local, state, regional, and national levels all participate, in one fashion or another, in the invention, incubation, and scaling of these technologies.

Because greentech-innovation ecosystems have not been examined in detail at a global level and data availability is limited, this report is not exhaustive. Specifically, the data referenced in this report have noticeable gaps in regions of the world outside of Europe and North America. Yet, the findings of this report suggest answers to several important questions, including why these ecosystems matter, how they work, which ecosystems are global leaders, and what should be done by stakeholders going forward. Section II draws a tentative map of the world’s leading greentech-innovation ecosystems. Section III examines ecosystem characteristics, including their core qualities and the cen-
tral obstacles that make greentech development and commercialization particularly difficult relative to other types of technologies. Finally, the conclusion offers recommendations regarding what researchers, policymakers, the private sector, philanthropists, and civil-society organizations such as the Atlantic Council should do in the months and years to come, given the importance of this subject.

II. Mapping the World's Greentech-Innovation Ecosystems

One of the challenges involved in assessing the state of greentech innovation is that there is incomplete information about the world's leading ecosystems, in terms of both geography and performance. Most indexes assess national ecosystems rather than local (city) ecosystems, where innovative activity occurs, because systematized—and, hence, comparable—data are collected most often at the national, rather than local, level. In large part for this reason, only a few organizations attempt to measure the performance of tech-innovation ecosystems at the local level. Few, if any, attempt to measure performance of the entire universe of local tech-innovation ecosystems, again due to data-availability constraints.

Many institutions create indexes and other measurement tools that map global innovation ecosystems in general terms. Among the most well-known and highly rated annual rankings are produced by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and the World Bank. The WIPO index, produced with partners at Cornell University and INSEAD, measures innovation as a mix of inputs (including human capital and research and infrastructure quality) and outputs (including knowledge creation and creative goods and services). Other specialist indexes attempt to measure pieces of this larger system. The US Chamber of Commerce produces an index focusing solely on how ecosystems perform in protecting intellectual property.3

Only a tiny number of all indexes are focused on measuring greentech innovation-ecosystem performance, whether at national or local level. For example, Atomico, a European venture capital firm, has a highly respected annual “State of European Tech” index that examines only European ecosystems, and does not measure greentech performance at the local-ecosystem level.4 Cleantech Group, a clean-technology consulting firm, and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), an international conservation organization, partner to publish the biennial “Global Cleantech Innovation Index” to measure potential for startup greentech companies at the national level only (with the most recent version published in 2017), while Startup Genome, an innovation policy advisory and research firm, has a well-regarded index of local (city) startup ecosystems that considers greentech as a subcategory of analysis.5

To augment these findings, the authors performed an exploratory analysis of startup data using Crunchbase, a database that enables analysts to identify trends and patterns in venture capital investment, startup activity, and other innovation-relevant performance metrics and at local, regional, and national geographic levels (Dealroom and Pitchbook are also often used to assess such metrics).6 To explore innovative activity, the authors assessed the number of greentech startups by location, defined as locale (city level), region or US state, and nation. Although the results do not constitute an index variable that measures ecosystem performance as a whole, greentech startup count is nonetheless a proxy for the amount of innovative activity within any given geographic boundary. This analysis assessed a sample of startups (defined as pre-Series C funding) that self-identified within one or more greentech categories; for example, listing their industry affiliation as “Greentech,” “CleanTech,” “Renewable Energy,” “Electric Vehicle,” “Green Building,” and other categories.7 The findings are presented in Table 1, alongside findings from two published indexes, one by Startup Genome and the other by the Cleantech Group.

There are several takeaways of note from this short analysis. The first is that there is an imperfect overlap
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6 Each can be found at: crunchbase.com; dealroom.com; pitchbook.com.

7 Startups were defined as pre-Series C only. “Greentech” firms were defined as those self-identifying within one or more of the following categories: greentech, cleantech, renewable energy, solar, wind energy, battery, clean energy, electric distribution, biofuel, environmental consulting, environmental engineering, energy efficiency, energy storage, electric vehicle, green building, energy management, power grid, and fuel cell.
across these different attempts to rank greentech-innovation ecosystems and both the local and national levels. This lack of perfect overlap is expected, as the rankings utilize different methodologies and data sources. Moreover, the authors’ Crunchbase analysis is not based on an index of variables but a single proxy variable—startup activity—and, hence, measures volume of output for this one metric only.

Six common cities appear on both the Startup Genome and Crunchbase lists of city-level ecosystems (Silicon Valley and the San Francisco Bay Area, New York City, Los Angeles, Boston, Amsterdam, and London), with another eight appearing on either list (Houston, Tel Aviv, Boulder-Denver, Paris, Beijing, Berlin, Vancouver, and Singapore). There is less overlap at the national level, with the United States, United Kingdom, Germany, Israel, and Canada appearing on both the Cleantech Group/WWF and Crunchbase lists and another ten appearing on either list, but not both. Of note are the four Nordic countries that appear on the Cleantech Group/WWF national-level ranking (Denmark, Finland, Sweden, and Norway); these countries tend to score high on innovation indexes that measure inputs as well as outputs, including good governance metrics, infrastructure, education, R&D, and more.

The second takeaway is to emphasize that although the United States’ competitive edge remains, whether measured on local, state, regional, or national grounds, there
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Table 1: Greentech-Innovation Ecosystem Rankings (Sample)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Startup Genome Cleantech Rankings</th>
<th>Cleantech Group / WWF</th>
<th>Crunchbase Pro Analysis (Number of greentech startups; authors’ analysis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ranks local cleantech ecosystems</td>
<td>Global ranking (national-level only)</td>
<td>City-level ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. New York City</td>
<td>5. USA</td>
<td>5. Berlin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Beijing in the city ranking includes the central districts Xicheng and Dongcheng. The regional ranking includes all Beijing districts.
** Singapore is both a city and sovereign nation-state. In the country-level findings using Crunchbase data, Singapore ranks fifteenth.

is no guarantee that it will remain the top greentech innovator in the future. Over the past several years, numerous studies have concluded that the geography of tech-driven innovation is evolving.\(^8\) While the lists shown in Table 1 contain several American cities and states, the lists also include European, Asian, North American (non-US) and, to a lesser extent, Middle Eastern cities and regions. Not only are other places and governments figuring out the formulas to create thriving tech-innovation ecosystems, access to ecosystems anywhere in the world is far easier than it used to be. The digital landscape, now including cloud computing, high-speed Internet access, and increasingly
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ubiquitous artificial-intelligence-enabled tools, appears to be accelerating this expansionary process, making it easier for entrepreneurs and investors to engage over longer distances and acting as a spur to the globalization of entrepreneurial activity. This research also underscores that, while the richest and most well-established places have an enormous advantage, emerging economies can, with time, build successful ecosystems from scratch. Many leading cities only recently developed a global reputation for tech-focused and startup-centered innovation, such as Shenzhen, Singapore, Beijing, and Paris. Behind them are even more places that aspire for entry into these ranks, many of which are in the Global South, ranging from Kigali to Santiago.

A third takeaway involves the overlap between tech-innovation ecosystems in general, and those that have reputations for producing green technologies. Although there is no widely accepted metric or metrics for distinguishing between these two categories, one can draw some inferences. It is not surprising that the world’s most
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9 Several interviewees emphasized the last point, including the ease with which investors now can identify and fund entrepreneurs located anywhere in the world. See also Robert D. Atkinson and Caleb Foote, “The 2020 State New Economy Index: Benchmarking Economic Transformation in the States,” Information Technology & Innovation Foundation, October 2020, 4.
vibrant tech-innovation ecosystems, such as Silicon Valley and London, also are producing much of the world’s new greentech. The biggest tech-innovation ecosystems have an enormous built-in advantage over smaller ones. They are home to high-quality research institutions, large and wealthy tech companies, and numerous venture capital firms, all of which facilitate greentech development. But, the interesting finding is that other ecosystems also perform well in greentech, including Amsterdam, Vancouver, Ontario (Toronto), and Houston, among others. Their high performance suggests that there are critical additional factors at play, many of which are outlined in this next section, such as pro-deployment policies, that enable some places to become world-leading ecosystems for greentech development.

A final takeaway involves the symbiotic relationships that can, and should, exist between local tech-innovation ecosystems and higher levels of government. Los Angeles and San Francisco, both California cities that rank high in greentech innovation, are important examples because of this complementarity. As also discussed in Box 2, state and local government officials alike embrace tech-driven innovation and craft policies and make appropriate investments toward this end. California’s state government has long been recognized as one of the United States’—if not the world’s—foremost leaders in pro-deployment policies, that enable some places to become world-leading ecosystems for greentech development. Governments, in particular, play an indispensable role at all levels. Both Silicon Valley and Los Angeles are leaders in greentech innovation, in part, because the state of California has been at the global forefront of environmental policymaking for more than half a century. The California Air Resources Board (CARB) was created in 1967 to improve the state’s air quality through regulation. Since then, California has often been ahead of the policymaking curve, even relative to the US federal government, on a range of environmental questions, including greenhouse gas emissions and automobile and appliance efficiency standards.

III. Success Factors of Greentech-Innovation Ecosystems

World-leading greentech-innovation ecosystems feature several common characteristics that enable them to cultivate a thriving innovation community and overcome funding and resource hurdles. The ideal ecosystem has strong local leadership, in both the public and private sectors, that commits to the long-term success of entrepreneurial ecosystem development and coordinates policies and investments for maximum advantage, including providing support to vulnerable greentech startups. Multiple stakeholders, including governments, visionaries, investors, entrepreneurs, researchers and scientists, intermediary institutions such as incubators and accelerators, corporations and utilities, and workers all have mutually reinforcing roles to play in this equation (see Box 3 for a stakeholder summary). Based on the findings of the data in section II, and supplemented by analysis of existing literature and personal interviews, the authors of this report identified four main categories of factors that determine whether a city or region will be able to build a successful greentech-innovation ecosystem: vision and coordination; research and startup support; pro-deployment context; and place and flow.11

A. Vision and coordination

Often, the origins of successful innovation centers involve pioneering visionaries who strive for years, if not decades, to put an ecosystem on the map. These individuals frequently sit at the intersection of several stakeholder groups. Brad Feld, an entrepreneur, author, and co-founder of the Techstars accelerator behind the innovation ecosystem in Boulder and Denver is an important example. Feld insists that local leadership—government, universities, community builders, and corporations—must have a decades-long commitment if their tech-innovation ecosystems are to succeed.12 Governments, in particular, play an indispensable role at all levels. Both Silicon Valley and Los Angeles are leaders in greentech innovation, in part, because the state of California has been at the global forefront of environmental policymaking for more than half a century.

Box 3: Stakeholders in greentech-innovation ecosystems

Multiple stakeholders are involved in making greentech-innovation ecosystems work:

1. **Governments**: Sub-national (local, state, and regional), national, and supranational governments (e.g., the European Union) have multiple indispensable functions. They create long-term strategies, craft public policies, invest in public goods such as infrastructure and institutions (universities, etc.), levy harmful or helpful taxes, provide harmful or helpful subsidies and incentives, and generally create the conditions within which ecosystems succeed or fail.

2. **Pioneers**: Individuals form an initial cadre of local leaders who can be critical to ecosystem formation. Brad Feld, a notable example, was critical to formation of the Boulder/Denver ecosystem and was co-founder of the Techstars accelerator.

3. **Scientists and Researchers**: Every world-leading ecosystem has at least one, and often several, research universities and laboratories that conduct basic scientific discovery. Ecosystems frequently orbit around discoveries made in these institutions. For a variety of institutional and cultural reasons, universities and government research laboratories often struggle to bring promising lab-based research to the commercial marketplace, hence the need for other actors (entrepreneurs, investors, incubators, accelerators) to fill the gap.

4. **Entrepreneurs**: Create startups based on technologies produced in laboratories. These are not always the technologies’ inventor(s), but are ecosystem linchpins because of their willingness to risk failure to bring nascent greentech to market. Successful startups “exit” through two pathways, through either acquisition by a larger firm or an initial public offering.

5. **Investors**: Critical players provide capital to startups at various stages. Different investor categories fund early, middle, and late startup stages with different time horizons for payoff. Greentech startups can struggle to attract investors with shorter time horizons, hence the need for “patient” capital from individual and philanthropic donors, governments, and large institutions. As investment capital is concentrated in the largest ecosystems (e.g., Silicon Valley), with investors often wanting startups to locate in these locations, smaller ecosystems face an obstacle to their growth. In countries with nationalized industries, it may be somewhat less crucial to raise private capital for greentech innovation.

6. **Corporations and Utilities**: These can play critical roles in ecosystems, including conducting in-house scientific and engineering research, providing or withdrawing investment capital, and making strategic business decisions that accelerate or hinder greentech development and commercialization.

7. **Incubators and Accelerators**: Provide services to startups (management training, investor access, legal advice, peer networking, etc.), in return for financial stakes in startup companies. Their intermediary services are elevated in importance given the specific obstacles facing greentech startups. Incubators have particular importance owing to longer gestation periods that early-stage greentech startups often require for their technologies to be proven viable in the marketplace.

8. **Workers**: Skilled labor (coders, lab technicians, data analysts, engineers, etc.) required for both startups and large technology firms to compete at the world-class level. Farsighted policies in education, immigration, worker retraining, and more are required to ensure ecosystems can attract and retain sufficient numbers of high-skilled workers.
environmental leadership, CARB features prominently in this history, setting tailpipe and greenhouse gas emissions standards across a range of pollutants, among other important regulatory interventions.\(^{13}\)

Such long-term commitments, coupled with sustained public policies and investments, signal to other stakeholders the seriousness of political leadership’s intentions to provide regulatory certainty and a durable ecosystem. Private investors and entrepreneurs are more willing to take risks in developing and scaling new green technologies when they believe that an investment climate is stable. Other actors, including talented individuals who live elsewhere (entrepreneurs, investors, skilled workers, scientists and researchers, and environmental advocates), also find such commitment attractive and are more willing to move to a rising city in order to be a part of a dynamic, exciting, and engaging ecosystem.

Successful leadership examples demonstrate an appreciation for the intersections between economic development, environmental protection, and spurring innovation. For example, local governments now embrace city-planning strategies that promise a lower climate impact, increased quality of life, and a stronger local economy all at once. Climate action strategies at the local (city) level stress this intersection; for example, asserting that shifting travel behavior toward EVs (cars, buses, trams) and personal mobility (bicycles, e-bikes, walking, and more) will result in healthier and happier residents while reducing carbon emissions and facilitating local economic development. It is not accidental that cities that have crafted the most ambitious, robust, and forward-leaning climate action plans, like New York, London, Berlin, Singapore, and Toronto, are many of the same places that are known for development of their greentech sector.\(^{14}\) Amsterdam, a city with an underappreciated, but important and growing, presence on the greentech innovation landscape, the result of a now-familiar confluence of factors (high quality of life, world-class infrastructure, dynamic local culture, migrant-friendly context, and a network of organizations dedicated to building the city’s tech sector).\(^{15}\)

Ideally, government policies and investments should maximize the opportunity to support greentech development and innovation at the same time. A 2020 University of Maryland study compared the US states of Colorado and Maryland in terms of clean energy innovation outcomes (numbers of firms and levels of employment in the sector). It found that although both states had similarly robust clean energy policies, only Colorado integrated its clean energy and economic programs, having defined clean energy as a strategic economic sector from the outset. Colorado has incubated far more cleantech firms than has Maryland over roughly the same time period.\(^{16}\)

**B. Research and startup support**

The thorniest problem in the entire greentech-development equation involves moving promising new technologies into successful commercialization. The linchpins are entrepreneurs, who come from different backgrounds (academics, engineering, business, etc.) and attempt to create commercially viable greentech startups. Their pathways are strewn with a number of obstacles from technology-transfer opportunities to access to capital.

Successful tech-innovation ecosystems are founded upon strong R&D platforms at local universities and research labs. Government funding of fundamental science at these institutions is especially critical for many areas of greentech development (e.g., supporting the advanced chemistry behind battery development). The US government has long poured billions of dollars into basic science, technology, engineer-
For those entrepreneurs who create greentech startups, their primary obstacle is finding the right amount and type of capital to develop their nascent technologies and prove market viability. Unfortunately, as green technologies are often based in hard science—and frequently involve new materials, processes, and systems—greentech startups are more expensive to fund in early stages and take longer to achieve commercial maturity compared with software and digital startups. They need greater amounts of capital for prototyping (e.g., funds for expensive testing and hard-

17 Engelke and Manning, *Innovative Edge*.
18 Ibid.
After the 2008 financial crisis, public finance flows (so-called “green stimulus programs”) in the European Union, China, Japan, South Korea, and the United States provided significant capital to develop greentech—specifically, renewable energy technologies—as one way to stimulate the economy. China, for example, focused on green industrial policy, laying the path for future dominance in solar-panel, wind-turbine, and battery manufacturing. However, private investors (venture capitalists, in particular) assessed greentech startups as too risky, leading to their temporary withdrawal from this sector. Major corporations also appeared to withdraw their investments in greentech startups more than in other research-heavy sectors (e.g., pharmaceuticals and medical technology), reflecting the unique scaling problems facing greentech startups (for example, the transformation of massive systems such as power grids).

For these reasons, entrepreneurs benefit from programs that attempt to bridge the “valleys of death” that is particularly challenging to greentech startups. There is a great need for alternative sources of startup financing in this space, particularly from sources that have a longer time horizon for investment returns. Some types of private-sector institutional funders are more appropriate; for example, individual and philanthropic investors. But, as the previous paragraph shows, the public sector has an important bridging role to play as well. A widely cited example of such public financing is the US Department of Energy’s Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) program, which provides seed funding for promising greentech startups focusing on building efficiency, agriculture, transport, advanced batteries, power generation and conversion, and new materials.

Green banks—-institutions that are dedicated to financing low- or zero-carbon solutions—are a growing presence in the investor landscape. Green banks are designed with the greentech-startup challenge uppermost in mind; hence, creating new financial instruments that are intended to reduce risk, real or perceived, for investment in these startups. There are a rising number of green banks the world over. Among the best known is Australia’s Clean Energy Finance Corporation.

Intermediary institutions such as incubators and accelerators play an important role in the lives of many startups. These institutions provide core services, access to investor networks, training, peer support, and more. Regarding greentech development, these institutions play an outsized role, given the particular challenges facing startups in this space, as outlined above. Boston’s Greentown Labs (soon to include a Houston affiliation) is but one of many prominent incubators focusing on this space. Box 4 examines the roles played by incubators and accelerators in greater detail.

C. Pro-deployment context

Pro-deployment policies, taxes, incentives, and constructive regulation can help to overcome the scaling problem that green technologies often face. Marketplaces may not be ready to accept promising greentech for a variety of reasons (for example, early EV adoption was limited not only by EV prices and lack of range, but also, and critically, by the lack of charging infrastructure). Public-sector activities can address these constraints through fueling consumer demand, sending price signals, and otherwise incentivizing the market uptake of promising green technologies, which influence both the supply and demand sides of the marketplace. To return to the EV example, Norway has become the world’s leader in EV adoption, despite the fact that the country does not make EVs, because the country has
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employed a coordinated mix of pro-deployment policies and incentives that include tax breaks, discounted parking fees, exemptions to driving regulations, and investment in charging infrastructure.24

As Table 1 shows, even a non-exhaustive list of pro-deployment policies, taxes, regulations, and incentives is a lengthy one. They include carbon taxes, cap-and-trade programs, renewable portfolio standards and feed-in tariffs, energy-efficiency regulations, infrastructure investment, deployment financing, and certificate programs.

Many pro-deployment activities have had real consequences around the world, helping to accelerate marketplace transitions to more readily adopt green technologies. The United Kingdom’s carbon tax, called the Carbon Price Support, is credited with accelerating the country’s transition from coal-fired electricity generation to gas and re-
nervable sources (from an estimated 40 percent share to 3 percent over six years after its 2013 introduction). Germany famously created the world’s first national feed-in tariff for renewable energy (principally solar), helping the country dramatically scale its renewable energy consumption. Multiple actors—for example, Chinese utilities—are expanding their EV infrastructure to encourage EV ownership and use. New York’s Sustainable Roof Laws require major real-estate owners to install “sustainable” roofs (either solar photovoltaic panel systems or green roofs consisting of plants and other soft elements). Designed to accelerate a small but thriving niche market, the laws attempt to reduce energy consumption in New York City’s enormous building stock (buildings are among the largest consumers of energy and producers of carbon dioxide in the world in general, and in New York in particular). Finally, Japan improved the energy intensity of its economy by more than 40 percent since 1979 through the regulation of energy consumption by law and energy-saving campaigns. In the process, it developed one of the largest markets for energy-efficient appliances, among other technologies.

D. Place and flow

Successful ecosystems score high in terms of place and flow. “Place” refers to appropriate local conditions, while “flow” refers to degree of integration within global flows of capital, information, and people. The world’s best ecosystems are attractive places to live, work, and invest, while also being fully integrated into a heavily networked global economy. This place-flow interaction is the lifeblood of every high-performing ecosystem, including ecosystems that encourage greentech innovation. Mayors and other elected officials generally have an intuitive understanding of this equation, knowing that if their cities are to create a viable tech sector and attract the required human capital, then they must craft the right policies and make the right investments: supporting scientific and engineering research institutions that do lab-based research; investing in high-quality infrastructure such as airports, so as to ensure connectivity to the rest of the world; providing city-planning amenities (parks, walkable neighborhoods, sufficient quality housing, etc.) to support a high standard of living for tech-sector workers; and more. For any ecosystem to succeed, moreover, state, regional, and national governments must support these local features through investments and policies ranging from education and worker training to intellectual property protection.

The best public policies boost place and flow simultaneously. For instance, supportive immigration policies (a power possessed by national governments) attract world-class talent to a country and encourage migrants to put down roots and become citizens. Immigration has been foundational to the United States’ world-leading status in technology innovation (Apple, Amazon, Google, Tesla, Uber, Palantir, and SpaceX are among many US tech giants that were founded by first- or second-generation immigrants). Other countries have taken notice. Canada, as an example, in 2017 crafted an aggressive policy titled the “Global Skills Strategy” that focuses on skilled-migrant labor, created in part to take advantage of the United States’ hostility to such immigration under the Donald Trump administration. Although preliminary, results have been promising, with Canada’s tech sector booming in cities such as Toronto.

30 Manning and Engelke, Sweepstakes, 59.
31 Manning and Engelke, Sweepstakes; Engelke and Manning, Innovative Edge.
### Table 2: Selected Pro-deployment Policies, Taxes, Regulations, and Incentives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Domain</th>
<th>Sample Policies, Taxes, and Incentives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon taxes</td>
<td>Canada’s Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act (GGPPA), United Kingdom’s Carbon Price Support*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap-and-trade programs</td>
<td>Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), California Cap and Trade, European Union Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable portfolio standards and feed-in tariffs</td>
<td>Germany’s feed-in tariff for renewable power sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green-building policies and building-efficiency programs</td>
<td>Singapore’s Green Building Masterplans;** New York’s Sustainable Roof Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-/zero-emission and electric-vehicle incentives</td>
<td>Norway’s pro-EV policy basket***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct and indirect support for greentech infrastructure</td>
<td>Chinese public utilities’ investments in EV charging-station networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct and indirect financing for deployment</td>
<td>IRENA/ADFD Project Facility geared toward financing clean energy deployment projects in developing countries****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement certificates</td>
<td>Danish wind power replacement certificate program*****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Japan’s Energy Conservation Law and Top Runner Program******</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unless otherwise indicated, sources include: interviews; Dowling et al., “Cleantech Cities;” Surana et al., “Regional Factors;” CleanEdge, “Leadership.”


*** Richardson, “The Incentives Stimulating Norway’s Electric Vehicle Success.”

**** The facility is jointly administered by the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) and the Abu Dhabi Fund for Development (ADFD), https://www.irena.org/ADFD.


IV. Opportunities and Recommendations

This issue brief makes the following recommendations for action and further research to drive the expansion of greentech-innovation ecosystems and help the global community tackle the most difficult climate and environmental challenges.

1. **Shape public policy to attract more greentech innovators.** Local government leaders can use social and economic policy to create attractive environments for technology innovators and foster the development of a larger ecosystem. This report provides a checklist for the building blocks of an effective greentech ecosystem: provide clear, visionary leadership; leverage and improve existing R&D capacity in local educational institutions, companies, and community organizations; invest in talent and startup funds; and establish investment certainty through regulatory and pro-deployment policies.

2. **Focus technology innovation on mitigation of climate and environmental impacts.** Government and industry leaders can take action to promote innovation in greentech or risk getting left behind in an economic race for market share in the emerging low-carbon economy. Technologies related to fast-growing sectors such as clean energy, sustainable agriculture, and environmentally friendly consumer products are worthy of investment for economic gain, and for the health of humanity and the planet.

3. **Develop robust place-specific greentech-innovation ecosystem indexes focused on measuring ecosystem performance in greentech development.** Without a comprehensive landscape analysis of ecosystems and stakeholder networks, it is difficult to know where the world’s dynamic centers of innovation are located, to assess who is responsible for their performance, and to generate an understanding of how they operate. Developing more accurate maps would also allow policy researchers to assess trends, to gauge how different cities, regions, and countries are moving up or down the global balance sheet.

4. **Expand best-practice policy learning and transfer.** Much transfer of practice happens organically. Investors and executives who run incubators and accelerators scan the global horizon constantly, looking for investment opportunities and guarding against competitors finding an edge. However, it is not clear that best-practice policy learning and transfer happens as easily. Although governments do learn and adopt policies borrowed from elsewhere, the diversity and inconsistency of policy across greentech-innovation ecosystems suggest much opportunity for improvement.

5. **Build global networks of stakeholders.** Think tanks and academic institutions can provide valuable platforms to facilitate learning and the socialization of findings among stakeholders for building a more robust and productive dialogue on how to strengthen greentech-innovation ecosystems. They can create the conditions for sustained engagement with policymakers at all levels of governance (local, state/regional, national, supranational) to address best practices in policy design and execution, as well as leading industry players and entrepreneurs to exchange new ideas.

The Atlantic Council is grateful to the MacArthur Foundation for its support of this project. The authors would like to thank numerous experts from different ecosystems around the world who took the time to share their thoughts. The interviews were off the record and not for attribution. The authors also thank Frank Willey, who conducted the Crunchbase analysis.
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